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Avaya Aura®
Suite Licensing

Complete solutions
for every member
of your team

Simplifying the Path to Collaboration
Avaya makes it easy for enterprises to match different user profiles
and communication needs with the Avaya Aura® Licensing Suites that
map to how and where people work.

Matching Different Roles and Needs to the Right Tools
An enterprise is the sum of its parts, and those parts have different
needs and different options when it comes to communications and
collaboration. Avaya offers a complete set of collaboration tools to make
sure every team member can engage, whether with their peers or their
customers. Supporting the desktop user or the remote worker, the Avaya
Aura® Platform and Avaya IX Workplace (Avaya Equinox) provide the
productivity tools necessary for better business processes and better
business results:
• Effective engagement means being responsive to customers when they
need assistance and depends on having the appropriate communications
interface available for any situation, whether in the workplace or on the go.
• Team productivity relies on tools designed to allow each employee to
contribute their best. Efficiency improves when each employee can
intuitively contribute and share their knowledge and expertise to support
their peers, and the objectives of their enterprise.
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The Avaya Aura Platform,
a breakthrough, sessionbased architecture,
helps to simplify
complex communications
networks, reduce
infrastructure costs
and can quickly deliver
voice, video,
messaging, presence,
Web applications
and more to
employees anywhere.

The Avaya Aura platform offers engagement solutions that addresses
the most important concerns for business growth and success. It provides
access for any user, remote , mobile or in the office; it provides complete
enterprise communication solutions for smartphones, tablets and desktop
computers; it provides simple to use, on-demand meeting solutions,
including video, audio and web based engagement. And it does all this
on a platform that can be configured to achieve 5 9’s reliability.

The Way We Work is Changing
Workers are more distributed and mobile than ever before. The ability
to collaborate is essential to maintain alignment within teams, to drive
decisions that minimize business latency and to innovate and establish
competitive advantage. These changes must be supported by a new
architecture. Avaya Aura is a unified communications platform running
on virtualized operating environments, connecting both hard and soft
devices, extending any employee’s reach far beyond the walls of their
office. Each user can determine the features they need to best achieve
their objectives.
Avaya Aura Suite Licenses provide immediate benefits for any employee
with simpler choices and understandable solutions. Additionally, bundling
of features helps ensure each user has the capabilities they require while
offering the most economical total cost of ownership (TCO) model.

Key Benefits
Productivity Features Designed for Each User’s Needs
With the Suite bundles, each employee is supported by best available
features that target their business needs.

Mix and Match Licensing
Suite licenses can be mixed within any enterprise to help ensure that the
right people are accessible and empowered to rapidly make well-informed
decisions — anywhere, anytime.

End-to-End Solution
Through end-to-end collaboration, mobile and remote workers, BYOD,
and web-based content sharing, the Suites enable all users, helping
simplify how they do their jobs and accelerating your business.

Lower TCO
Purchasing licenses as a suite offers significant savings for the enterprise
over previous offers where licenses were purchased a la carte. Mixing
Avaya Aura Suite Licenses per enterprise means only paying for the features
that you need to assure the right level of collaboration for everyone.
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Complete Services
Start with Avaya consulting services for initial business alignment
and continue with implementation, support and managed services all
the way to fully outsourced and cloud solutions. Avaya Services provides
a comprehensive and robust suite of offers to help ensure that end-users
are able to collaborate consistently and predictably.

Avaya Aura Core and Power Suites
Core Suite
A suite of applications that provide desktop and
mobile collaboration to empower office, remote,
mobile, and traveling workers with enterprise
level features

• Mix and Match
Licensing
• End-to-End Solution
• Lower TCO
• Complete Services
Support

• Core telephony, Multimedia Messaging,
Presence, SIP enablement, and the complete
set of Avaya IX Workplace (Equinox) clients
for Web, Windows, Mac, Android and iOS
• High availability and redundancy
• Smooth evolution paths from older
Communication Manager and Communication
Server 1000 environments
• Ongoing support for all modes: SIP, H.323,
Digital, Analog, DECT, Wireless
• Single number reach and calling including Multi
Device Access for support for up to 10 devices
for each user
• Choice of either Avaya Aura Messaging (Basic)
or Avaya OfficeLinx (Basic)
• Avaya Session Border Controller for Enterprise

Power Suite
The complete set of Core
Suite features with the
addition of:
• The ability to host
Avaya IX Workplace
conferences
• Choice of either Avaya
Aura Messaging
(Mainstream)
or Avaya IX Messaging
(Mainstream)

Learn More
To learn more about Avaya Aura Suite Licensing, talk to your Avaya Account
Manager or Avaya authorized partner, or visit us at www.avaya.com.

About Avaya
Businesses are built on the experiences they provide and every day
millions of those experiences are built by Avaya (NYSE:AVYA). For over
one hundred years, we’ve enabled organizations around the globe to
win—by creating intelligent communications experiences for customers
and employees. Avaya builds open, converged and innovative solutions
to enhance and simplify communications and collaboration—in the cloud,
on premise, or a hybrid of both. To grow your business, we’re committed
to innovation, partnership, and a relentless focus on what’s next. We’re
the technology company you trust to help you deliver Experiences that
Matter. Visit us at www.avaya.com.
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